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Presentation starts with a skit: I ask audience if anyone has an electronic stud detector… Matt Goldner says has one, but when I ask to borrow it, he says he can’t – I am not an affiliated neighbor, but Eric knows us both, so I can borrow it through him. So I ask Eric, he asks Matt, Matt lends the tool to Eric and Eric gives it to me… I explain that this is the way resource sharing works – it was great for years, but it is time to change. If information is such a valued tool, why is it so challenging to share it. There are many people who aren’t authorized to borrow books.

How tools are shared in a distributed network may be one of the most amazing accomplishments libraries have been a part of, that said, the workflow has a lot to be desired.

My alternative title for this talk is simply – libraries are ready for the changes ahead, we just need an off-ramp or an exit strategy. The 2004 CLIR report by Liz Bishoff and Nancy Allen “Business planning for cultural heritage institutions” underscores the need for strategic planning as a process that defines sets of problems that “lend themselves to more than one solution or course of action.” Furthermore, they state that “It is critical that cultural heritage institutions be able to weigh one set of choices and outcomes against another and to follow this up by modeling business plans that can support one choice or the other.” (Bishoff, p. 6)

The Environmental Scan, Information Trends, and Perceptions have helped prepare libraries for the transitions ahead, but we what we lack and struggle with is an exit or migration strategy, and the web service sufficient to be transformed. What I plan to discuss are some collaborative strategies to help us make the transition. Collaborative strategy is basically working together to define and resolve strategic problems, and I use the term generally as way of promoting strategic planning and partnerships to develop organizations and their capabilities, however, as you already know, resolving strategic problems in the current library environment involves transforming traditional functional units with new workflow and systems, and expanding our long-term strategies and partnerships.

Wanted to mention a few great examples of Collaborative Strategies: resource sharing, the creation of the Ohio College Library Center and its migration to OCLC Online Computer Library Center, cooperative cataloging, development of OAI, open worldcat, and perhaps … World Library Service. For better context on this topic, you might look at the article entitled “Collaboration Rules” in the Harvard Business Review; July 2005.

Today, I am sharing ideas, works and tools on the topic to date, I also see your participation in collaborative strategy making as vital, so your comments or questions are greatly appreciated.

My experience in library collaborative strategy making first started when as staff trainer, I was asked to help integrate two department’s staff; reserve and circulation. I find learning a very social process, and with the real world problem of integrating two distinct units, I learned that library staff are fantastic with adaptation, provided the strategy makes sense. Whether we talk about integrating library units, distributing workflow in new ways, or creating the much feared integrated service point, the reality is that libraries are ready for change, provided we make sense out of the strategy. Sometimes that sense making is made clear with tools, such as the work of Kilgour and others that helped make cooperative cataloging online, others come from awareness and support of new business models or workflow. In starting to look at purchase on demand as a hybrid between resource sharing and acquisitions, this blurring of functional lines drawn in library traditions, what may be most important to recognize is opportunities for an organizational adventure – a journey that starts with discussions that question the known and delivers an effective unfamiliar.
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A user’s strategy or preference is often based on cost, & convenience factors with an increasing reliance on favorite alternative content sources.

Some alternatives are known, search engines providing websites, iTunes, Amazon, Netflix, & even a reader driven book exchange site known as paperbackswap.com.

We are less familiar with others; how do people use online communities, WIKIs, blogs, and how acceptable these alternatives are in academics, we can assume not very, however, they are a vast source of primary datasets on social knowledge. Users have many options to consider, and they weighs each with personal strategies.

One of strategic challenges for libraries and OCLC is the need to be an attractive and cost-effective option any user. (point to left side)

How do free videos that rely on multiple hold systems and pickup compare to 1.99 to borrow or download?

Click There seems to be a great divide between these two strategic options, not only for the user, but also for library systems – so what are we going to do about it?

Increasingly OCLC and libraries are trying to incorporate alternative sources into their tools; much progress has been made in Openworldcat with links into the library catalog and book purchasing. For libraries, the options are not as easy because they rely on an ILS system that haven’t made huge strides in web services, short of allowing federated searches that mix Google scholar with MARC records of books.

Click Ironically, removing the brick wall isn’t that difficult – yes it relies on new system interoperability, but library staff are ready for this, not only because they are consumers in this world too, but they also see the variety of options users can have as part of the design future for library workflow and services. In short, Library strategy is moving away from inflexible workflows to strategic options that take advantage of automating opportunities; pricing, collection building and user services, they are ready for new library web services that fundamentally change the nature of how we do business, but not what our business is.
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Collection Development & Resource Sharing

What is our current strategy?

Framework:

- Who’s on first
- Favorites vs. Service Channel Surfing

What is the service relationship between Acquisition, Collection Development and Resource Sharing?

It’s changing...

What service model & unit functional relationships make sense?


“For monographs, purchase may be a reasonable substitute for interlibrary loan.” (Holley, 2005)

Requests for a book that a library doesn’t own usually falls prey to a “who’s on first” strategy:

- If the user places an ILL request, it gets filled by resource sharing using a shared circulation or ILL system
- If the user knows to suggest a title for purchase and knows that a rush service is applied to that process, then the request gets filled by acquisition using the ILS system to place an Order & Hold record.

Two or more channels, each with different entry points.

Service Channel Surfing is common to users and library staff, however experience quickly tells us which doors delivers, and those service channels (processes, tools, etc.) become integrated into our lives as favorites. Who’s on first and Favorites I propose are key to the organizational transformation process in collaborative strategies. Library services such as; Acquisition, Collection Development and Resource Sharing are traditional units that

Library literature reveals that ILL is increasingly looking towards purchase on demand as a way to handle requests and budget service, similarly, Acquisitions sees just-in time acquisition as a potential key service. Are we in the same organization? If we examine the roles of Acquisition, Collection Development, Copy Cataloging, and Resource Sharing, we see traditional units with disparate workflow that share very similar practices and systems, and increasingly, overlapping functions.

According to the final report by UC Libraries Rethinking How we provide bibliographic services for the Univ. of California, “Within Library workflows and systems too much effort is going into maintaining and integrating a fragmented infrastructure. We need to look seriously at opportunities to centralize and/or better coordinate services and data, while maintaining appropriate local control,… to focus on improving the user experience.”

Today, we are talking mostly about new opportunities to share workflow, some goals, expertise and perhaps even automate processes along the way.
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Traditional Approach: Collection Development & Resource Sharing

Traditional Resource Sharing

• ILL borrows what it can from other libraries & some document suppliers.
• Sometimes refer ILL problematic requests to selectors: New or popular titles, Videos, News Archives, Music CDs, etc.

Traditional Acquisition

• Most monographic purchases derived from approval plan, Choice, faculty input, etc.
• Bibliographers Selection.

Convergence @ Collection Development

• ILL data (frequently requested titles with cost comparisons) analyzed by selectors.
• Selectors use ‘what’s available locally’ in consortia catalogs to determine selection appropriateness.

The traditional approach involves two workflows and functional units, with a third body for decision making.

I am mostly interested in where the service convergence happens… it is centralized at selection in collection development and primarily through reports of data about trends and problematic requests.

In short, little collaborative strategy, and as a result the workflow doesn’t take advantage of interoperability, streamlining, and cross-functional strategy building.
Statistical Reporting to Collection Development Examples:

- Frequently requested titles by LC using STATCAT
- Circulation, ILL, Collection Ratios by LC using STATCAT & ILS
- Requested titles by User profiles using STATCAT & ILLiad
- Regional or Hybrid Reports by LibStatCAT
- Pub Date breakdown of loan requests in 2004.

Good news; These are great indicators of use, and could be useful for trend analysis, however if decisions aren’t clearly driven by use, then why report data.

Worse news; do we know what we are fishing for? & does reviewing past data get us there? In other words - has the opportunity already gone by?
Transitioning Approach: Collection Development & Resource Sharing

Not so Traditional Resource Sharing

- ILLs with purchasing pilots & specific budgets and service parameters
  - Dissertations collected for faculty and graduate requests.
  - Pilots for new books, reports, videos, foreign titles, and/or patents, making use of Alibris (within OCLC), or Amazon (outside OCLC).
  - Articles from commercial sources on accounts, or as a response to post-serial cut sensitivities.

Not so Traditional Acquisition

- University of Virginia Purchase Express.
  - Benchmarks: decision to buy in 24 hours with 90% requests filled within 7 days.
  - Scope: primarily for domestic & British imprints currently in print.
  - Videos – generally purchased if requested.

Convergence @ Collection Development, some at ILL & Acquisition

- Multiple resource allocations and purchasing channels, with experimental hybrids closely monitored and/or limited.
- Workflow not automated.

Not so traditional ILL’s often involve resource sharing buying pilots that explore specified areas of interest derived from various statistical reports and organizational objectives; serving specified or limited needs, budget and user profile parameters, etc.

Not so traditional Acquisitions, similarly explores specified areas of interest.

At UVA, Purchase Express attempts to make the selection decision on any requests within 24 hours and has a 7 day turn-around time goal for domestic imprints. Scope & Metrics are critical and vary considerably. Last year, UVA purchase express obtain about 2,100 books requested by users.

Videos provide us with an important and interesting challenge, because blockbuster videos are heavily requested, how does purchase by demand/just in-time acquisitions adjust decisions and policies to these hyper-demand, low duration request behaviors.

The transitioning approach is a common change management strategy that incrementally resolves resources and services, however, resource allocation competition and process control issues often limit the potential for a more collaborative strategic response to the fundamental question; one of our users wants something we don’t have, what is best for this user, the library and this situation?
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Transformed Approach:
Collection Development & Resource Sharing


Get Info Service starts with smarter hybrid ILL/ILS systems, workflow that:
• Automates price queries to inform user and staff
• Automates parsing based on user, local, and global criteria
• Manages requests and workflow as a web service in a new and distributed way

Convergence @ User Discovery, through Request, & into Library Collection Building Profiles

Strategic handling and parsing of requests according to user and library needs, intelligently allocating appropriate financial and functional systems and resources.

What is a transformed approach? How would we know it if we see it? Let’s define what smart library systems mean…

Improving alignment of library resources and services in context to need, sounds well and good, and maybe a new label like Get Info Service might help, but what constitutes a transformed approach?

Is it automated price quote searches and approval plan links in the ILL system?

Is it exporting Item, Order and Hold record into the ILS system by the ILL management system?

Is it a blending of perspectives and processes between acquisition, resource sharing, and selection?

Let’s take these one step at a time…
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Kyle Banerjee, Alibris and I have worked on a scripted solution in ILLiad that automates the search for the cost of a book before any mediated searching of possible lenders. Next, how about making the script search collection building profiles – some libraries are ok with purchasing items requested by users outright, but others want to target purchasing within parameters, limits; publisher, cost, etc.

Currently, Open WorldCat already offers automated price searches to users at point of discovery – why not build this same functionality into WRS and ILLiad. In fact, an important theme to get from this discussion is that by empowering the user with options and preferences at point of discovery, we should also similarly empower our library staff and workflows to take advantage of the same options and preferences.
Transforming Approach: Exploring cost & collection building benefits

Automated cost lookup expands options and promotes organizational understandings of real cost benefits of collaborative strategies

What does ILL, Purchase on Demand or Just in Time Acquisition data say...

- In 2002, Univ. of Wisconsin ILL reports purchasing books at an average cost of $36.86 and received on average in 8 calendar days for domestic imprint, 31 days for foreign. Thomas Crane Public Library ILL reports that in 2001, the average cost was $17 per title and received in 16 days. (ALA, 2002)

- Robert Holley & Kalyani Ankem’s study of the out of print book market claim a 95% availability rate of sample monographs. (Holley, 2005)

Cost Benefit analysis is a very peculiar process, as many of you may know. How do we determine the cost of a reference interview or circulation transaction?

On one level, it’s easy to calculate the cost-benefit of an ILL or acquisition, rarely however, does it take into account the benefits such as sponsored grants, publishing and tenure.

By discussing and understanding cost-benefits as an organization of various distinct units, we can better understand and align our services around shared goals; customer service at individual and institution level, collection building targets, streamlining interoperability, etc.

This chart was made by Aric Rubin from Alibris, it shows the top OCLC ILL requests in 2004 with used book prices and availability.
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Transforming Approach: Real Cost Benefits for Distance Education & Remote User Library Service

What is acceptable ILL library service to remote users when borrowing a book, then re-sending it to remote users?

In a sample of 36 PSU ILL Loan requests from D.E. students, we found the following:

- 22% (8/36) were less than $10 to purchase from a book seller and could be sent directly to the user’s home in 4-5 days.
- 5% (2/36) cost between $11 – 20.
- 25% were out of stock.
- 48% cost more than $20.

ARL figure for lending is $9.28 and borrowing is $17.50, and the cost of an ILL D.E. request might be estimated as the sum of both activities = $9.28 + $17.50 = $26.78

Should we purchase books for remote users and make it due at the end of the semester? (Little staff time processing requests and handling book)

Apply a note in the purchase order for return mailing address.

Should we keep the book when the student returns it? (not a strange question)

Why not buy the book?

Distance education and remote library users services are great topics for a discussion worth having as a collaborative strategy, primarily because of the cost and difficulties in reaching users. The cost to borrow and send an ILL book to a remote user is very prohibitive, however…

Alternatives such as purchasing books make sense both for cost and turn-around times.

Now, I am not necessarily saying that we need to collect books ILL buys… we can let the selector decide that after the book is returned.
Transforming Approach: *Options for Articles*

Automate purchasing articles on demand

If we have to pay copyright of $33 (this example), plus any lender fees and turn-around times…

Then why not purchase the article directly from the publisher through ILLiad or the ILLiad-CCC Gateway?

Besides purchasing books; why not automate article purchasing?

Increasingly, the option to buy articles is faster, allowing almost immediate delivery of high-quality articles from the publisher, even Amazon sells some articles for $5.95.

One reason to consider this option is that if you are requesting the 6th article from the same title, and the all the citations were published within 5 years, you will pay around $30 in royalties, not including lender charges, etc.

What ways can OCLC broker purchasing articles on demand from publishers, or aggregators?
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Transforming Approach: *Collection Building Targets*

Process matters... **communication** is key to a collaborative organizational development of a strategy, while **automation** is key to a scalable workflow.

UVa Collaborative Strategies taskforce started by asking if we can create a **machine readable Collection Building Profile** that can target, parse or resolve just-in time acquisition, buy on demand and resource sharing services. Targets may include:

**User & Use Profiles**
- User Needs (Remote User, etc.)
- New Department or Program
- Crisis Management/Situational
- Collection Use Ratios
- Others?

**Item Profile**
- Condition
- Cost
- Format
- Language
- Subject (LC#, etc.)
- Others?

The idea of building smarter systems that take advantage of multiple options and helping us build strategy is not new – but we are talking about taking resource sharing and approval plans one step beyond. Because we are talking alignment and boundary spanning, specifically; Interlibrary Loan, Acquisition, Collection Development, Distance Education/Remote Library Services and digitizing production services, chances are the dialogue and exploration takes plenty of talking, time, and trust.

At UVa, we formed a taskforce; Collaborative Strategies to examine the ideas of converging some requests that fall within automated parameters. This process started with getting to know our processes and perspectives, and continues with looking at how might we transform our multiple workflows. Discussing the variety of perspectives and processes is important to process.
One of our early decision tree’s that looks at possibilities:
Evaluating requests in a workflow that interfaces with goals and systems isn’t rocket science, but while system interoperability and proprietary barriers seem challenging, the real challenge is transforming how functional units move from current practice, into transitioning and transformed practices. It helps to think in terms of library systems and workflows as having Exit strategies. The early proposal met with support and interest, the final proposal is due next month.
So that everyone can get an example of how might criteria be pulled from the ILL request processing.

This screenshot illustrates interaction with the MARC record and holdings data invaluable to machine readable processing.
Explain flow…

As we explore developing more options and capabilities for ILL request workflow with links to purchasing, acquisition systems, we even see opportunities to continue the functional blurring into cataloging:

The transforming workflow is an entirely new system, one that might change not only processing requests, but also functional units.
At the heart of a smart transformed system are tools that help us deliver the best options to both users and the library, with workflows that automates as many of the possibilities with sensitivity to context and strategies such as collection building profiles, etc.

*Netflix and iTunes both offer membership to associations – can OCLC offer libraries subscriptions to these services to reduce the problems of borrowing A/V?*

While pondering all the options, part of the context sensitive workflow has to take into account delivery preferences, content options, etc. Notice that ideally, the staff interface isn’t much different than discovery options the user have. So how do we bring about these options? Can we create optional channels of service, much as an RSS feed behaves in a web portal?
Current Discovery Options

Find in your library

Purchase

But…

What if I am not affiliated with a library?

What if I want it delivered to my house?

I need it by…
Remember the stud finder, it’s easy to imagine a new workflow that allows direct lending to users who find materials in Open Worldcat to providing the types of services allowable; could be from open worldcat, they want to purchase a book, however, if they knew that WLS could lend and ship them a book for $5, $10, of $15; participating WLS member libraries probably will have varying lending charge price, that said, keeping it low is essential to making this compete with purchasing and iTunes models.

In fact, WLS customers who identify affiliation with borrowing WLS member libraries might even subsidize the lending charges, and a WLS customer probably has at least two affiliations; a public and academic library, or perhaps even a company sponsor.
So how do we get there…

Libraries are ready, we have confidence that OCLC can initiate and implement this kind of tool, with successes of New first search, connexion, WRS and open worldcat.

OCLC World Library Services can provide options;

a. Opt in with full suite of web services

b. Opt in with interactivity between ILS, or ideally OCLC promotes some of the open source ILS options now available such as koha.

c. Libraries can write own interface to OCLC WLS
Transforming Library & OCLC means Web Service Convergence, Collaboration & Communication

Connect strengths & workflows of various units into a web service framework that changes how we cooperatively do library work.

Service convergence possibilities aren’t limited…
- ILL & Acquisition integrate strategies that include borrow, rent, & buy.
- ILL & Cataloging develop shared workflows.
- ILL & OCLC increase the use of library collections by expanding library service beyond affiliation to a borrowing library.
- OCLC web services offers integrated library system services.
- Automate lending of articles from electronic resources using 008 for licensing restrictions and DOI for locating objects.
- Expand the use of Odyssey as article scanning tool, to also provide optional delivery of articles to a public domain repository that automatically incorporates the contributions combined with the ILL citation.
- Develop a collaborative strategy for dealing with the increases in grey literature requests.

Collaborations work very well to resolve strategic problems because problem solving are best resolved when various strengths at an organization are employed. I have already mentioned the first three, but other opportunities exist that I want to mention:

How about using the 008 field for electronic resource licensing restrictions, and incorporating DOI as a way to automate ILL lending of articles requested through OCLC?

And can we adapt Odyssey and ILLiad to recognize when a article being scanned for another library is within public domain, and a second copy is sent wrapped in the bibliographic citation to a global repository? If so, let’s add Odyssey into WRS.

Since about 2000… PRE-1923 requests at UVA…
- 2,982 copies we borrowed
- 16,950 lending items, 11,210 were articles we copied/scanned
- 635 LEO articles we copied/scanned

Finally, developing a better strategy to understand, request or collect grey literature or unpublished materials, not because they are harder to find, there are simply more often cited and requested by users and are indicative of a shift in research interests away from collection approval plans and selection practices.
Collaborative Strategies isn't just workflow

Provided we are on road to a new workflow with WLS, we can double our efforts on other collaborative strategies:

- Staff Education & Training
- Communication
- Exit/Migration Strategies
- New community roles

I want to briefly add that collaborative strategies isn’t just about new workflows, new web systems, it’s trying to work together in new ways to reach our users, both internally within the divisions of our library, and externally with other libraries and content and service providers.
Staff education and training is one of the most critical pieces in transforming libraries and OCLC, however, it would also take another presentation to do so, suffice it to say that it is critically important that we find better ways to design and deliver development programs to our staff to prepare for emergent tools and workflow. Want to give credit to some significant progress made on collaborative strategies from OCLC with WebJunction and Atlas Systems for their Community Portal – these online learning communities are a great start, however, the challenge inherent in these online learning communities is gathering enough members and their contribution to make the environment vibrant for its members; again, the issue of getting into the user’s channels. Like to mention a couple of others; Blended Librarian and Open Source for Libraries. With these and many other learning communities; how we weave them together is an art we need to get better at.

Besides a very progressive and robust training program at UVa, we are building an interactive high-tech conference room in my office to develop training that ranges from the basics; MARC, finding electronic resources, and bibliographic verification offered as a certificate for the ILS staff, but also training for the latest technologies, such as VOIP, Google Book Search & Google Scholar, etc. We have also started a series of library tours to invite staff from various library units to meet with other staff from other libraries, see different workflow in a neutral area, and get to know each other. Lastly, we are designing new national forums, building on my experiences with starting the western ILLiad users meeting, UVa will hold a scanning forum that combines various library’s needs for scanning with various industry practices in a conference with vendors that attempts to solve some strategic problems in scanning; automated quality controls, speed and accuracy in workflow.

However, I want to return to the topic of Communication, which plays not only an important role in how to build collaborative strategies, but also how to develop a very effective world library service web service.
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The 2003 OCLC’s Environmental Scan illustrated where libraries are in comparison to collaborative technology use.

That being said, I propose that OCLC add communication functionality to WRS, policies directory, and OCLC ILLiad, specifically add a Voice over IP component to its system, such as using Skype, so that we can make some progress on this chart.
Voice over Internet Protocol (VOIP)
Skype – one example

How many people currently use Skype, Gizmo Project, or another VOIP technology?

VOIP offer a variety of new tools useful for the kind of distributed work we do; especially if we want to move towards world library service. Already, Interlibrary Loan shops around the world are spending a lot of money on long distance calling.
Library systems as space and service need to find ways into user channels if it wants to have a new strategy.

How we syndicate library service depends on how attractive our collaborative services and library system can be – if they don’t add value, I don’t want them on my Google channel. How many people use RSS feeds and have tailored their Internet views?

The new library self-service model has less to do with designing the best web page, as it does developing better service that feeds into the tools our users want to be in, or hosting the tools and communities they want. Academic, Public, Special and Medical libraries are all looking for their future in the research and learning environments, and the community, however, strategically redesigning our functions internally and externally relies on collaboratively redefining of what our service is.

As I mentioned at the start of this presentation, users have so many channels to choose from now, renting, buying, or borrowing all are evaluated from the users preference and needs.

So, Is World Library Service and OCLC web services enough? Probably not… we can’t forget a couple of important factors in collaborative strategies; first, what’s the purpose, and second, do we agree on shared goals?
Is syndicate a funny word?

Libraries must deliver near marketplace expectations, although we see search engines as our competition, even wikiversity and commercial learning are a source of new competition for higher education and learning.

Libraries have exceeded marketplace expectations in quality of content, just not delivery. I use syndicate to think of delivering our collections and services in terms of an RSS feed, but also exploring the recognition that we may need to recognize ourselves as like an association of companies for some definite purpose - learning and research. Increasingly with consortial purchasing and catalogs, value is attributed to libraries as groups. As a distributed learning organization, we are migrating from cooperative cataloging and resource sharing, to licensing and repositories and beyond.

OCLC has provided lots of insight into the information landscape, but to change practice, fundamentally our service framework needs to expand beyond individual libraries.
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Extreme makeover starts with community

Lorcan Dempsey’s very interesting weblog on Networkflows says…

“Historically, users have built their workflow around the services the library provides. As we move forward, the reverse will increasingly be the case. On the network, the library needs to build its services around its users’ work- and learn-flows.” http://orweblog.oclc.org/archives/000933.html

We are in the business of…

Libraries as service to communities:
• What is it?
• What it isn’t?

As we are busy remaking ourselves…

We discover the task isn’t just creating a new identity or marketing strategy to users, it’s convincing ourselves to entirely redesign the internal and external workflow, economy and ultimately, the relationship with our communities.

So I would ask us to consider how we finish the statement; we are in the business of…

If Perceptions of Libraries has an accurate snapshot of how users perceive it, then we have our answer – but it isn’t an answer we have to live by.

U.S. Department of Education – Latest Commission Reports, Gerri Elliot Dec. 8, 2005 report on the Future of Higher Education… Cites Microsoft’s philanthropy as improving life-long learning for disadvantaged youth and adults through community-based technology learning centers. Gerri states: “We believe that publicly accessible gathering places represent prime locations where people can go beyond merely having access to technology and can acquire the skills to use technology effectively to help themselves and their communities.”

I argue that libraries in redefining their business need to focus on developing better learning environments, in particular connecting with communities; these can be the communities they serve, however, they can also be the research concentrations of their collections or areas of study.
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BBC website has more than two communities, this is just two examples, one for the UK community, the other for the international community.
Can we identify some strategies libraries can adopt, build and develop communities?

Public libraries have had an excellent track record in this practice.

One of my favorites is the idea of lending people, sort of get to know someone; community as collection, every person a book…
Learning environments

How many have used wikipedia, looked into a wiki book, or seen other examples of online learning environment?

What do these have in common that libraries should pay attention to?

How have they impacted our community, research, etc?
Learning Communities & social networking are everywhere

Wild Republic – sells stuffed animals and following the website on the tag, you find a learning environment provided by the Audubon

Now I am not saying libraries need to be selling small stuffed animals, but being at the center of learning is vital to our future, as well as meeting the needs of our community. But What is our long-term relationship with our community? ALA says reading.

How many have read “Reading between the Lines: What the ACT Reveals about college readiness in reading”?

According to the report, only 51% of 2005 ACT-tested high school graduates are ready for college level reading.
SourceForge.net is the largest OpenSource software development website, acting as a central long-term repository or content manager of Open Source code and applications, but it also is a learning and sharing community of knowledge. Over 100 thousand projects in this repository with lots of bulletin board like communications around projects, much like service Q&A, alerts, updates, etc. Vibrant collaborative communities such as these and their technologies are very interesting to consider as models when thinking of the future of our institutional learning environments, and our library databases and services.
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CiteSeer: a model Digital Library

CiteSeer: http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/

How many people know a local artist? & Where do find information about them?

CiteSeer is a scientific literature digital library that uses autonomous citation indexing… It is one of my favorite models for a new digital library because it was developed with researcher community in mind. How many already know about this tool?

Explain Features: Abstract, Cited by, Active Bibliography, Similar documents based on text, Related documents from co-citation, Similar documents based on a sentence level, etc.

Summary and You can even comment on this article or email the author. How we support community is not only in encouraging communication, much like social tagging and mySpace have accomplished, but also providing tools the community can use to learn, research and communicate the way they want to.

CiteSeer provides algorithms, techniques and software that can be used in other digital libraries. CiteSeer indexes Postscript and PDF research articles on the Web… Full source code of CiteSeer is available.

Local artists – can we build new digital libraries that serve multiple purposes: for artist they provide portfolios and communication tools, and for digital libraries they provide a sustainable method to ingest rare but valuable community collections. Artist, Scholars, Genealogist, libraries tend to pick what priorities they have, however, how can make these distributed efforts well serve within a larger library network and service identity?
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The world of content is growing, and much of it focuses on new online communities.

What should our role be with unstructured and semi-structured resources?

If we create a shared library framework that looks at communities differently, can we add value to user channels?

Keep an eye out on Scirius – is Elsevier transforming traditional publishing for new online communities with new structures of publishing?
Making Connections with Community

In *Content not Containers*, OCLC suggests:

“libraries should move beyond the role of collector and organizer of content, print and digital, to one that establishes the *authenticity and provenance* of content and provides the *imprimatur of quality* in an information rich and context-poor world.”

Providing Context is Key

So, we have to Establish Authenticity and Provenance (origin source) of content

And Provide Imprimatur (endorsement) of quality in an information rich and context-poor world.

That doesn’t necessarily mean we should focus on the content that is licensed, or even published if our community use and creativity pours into essentially unpublished grey literature. Our role with content is linked to our users connection with content.
Microsoft: from operating platform to Office, to MSN, and now what may have began as the old unsuccessful binder project, One Note an all-in-one kind of research tool is starting to show promise. Google: Google and other search engines centered their service around the searcher, and although Google began with a web search engine, made easier with the tool bar, it’s strategy changed recently, more internalized with Google Desktop, and content acquisition oriented with Google print, and more author centered and collaborative with Gmail and Google’s acquisition of Blogger. According to Charles Fergonson, in an article “What’s Next for Google” in the Technology Review article, “Google & Microsoft will be fighting to control the organization, search and retrieval of all digital information on all types of digital devices.”

I see it a bit differently… The two big competitors are representative and what I find most intriguing, is as they are headed into each others domains, they are headed into where we have always been.

Do we recognize ourselves as powerful allies to competing interests? Do we ask much from either? Information Literacy, Reference and Access Services, Technical Services and more are all part of a strategic service convergence for knowledge that both the author and searcher focused technology providers want because we are the best of the human component, the best of an intelligent communication exchange mechanism that largely freely provides the best possible information services to all people in a collaborative network of thousands of libraries across the globe in all languages.

Research: Google purchased Pyra Labs, creators of Blogger in 2003…
In 2003, 1.1 million registered users ob Blogger software, and about 200,000 active weblogs. (Gillmore)
We are in the center of it all, albeit our center has shifted quite a bit with emerging technologies, ongoing economic pressures and competitors. Urgent change needed – yes, it isn’t just affecting us, publishing has to change too.

We are, however, in a good position to affect change, because of our experience for collaborative solutions and providing context for communities of users.

However, do we know what library service can provide?
The strategy and role depends on new collaborations, at best, new collaborative strategies that promote valued library services to communities.

I will briefly illustrate using the following examples.
Collaborative Strategy:
Joint Use Libraries

SJLibrary.org:  http://www.sjlibrary.org/gateways/index.htm

Article about Joint Use Libraries in C & RL News:

San Jose Public and San Jose State University created a joint use library that has made an incredible stride in adapting its identity and services to meet the needs of various communities, and by doing so have created strategic opportunities to connect with community. This could be the role of service learning between university and community, or could be simply broadening the skill set across two types of library staff.

Academic libraries, I believe, generally don’t have the same connection to community as public libraries, except for community open access and more specifically, how the community uses special collections as community museum. In fact, that may be an important transformation tool for academic libraries.

In Portland, Oregon, Bob Schroeder, a Librarian at Portland State University with others began PAIL: Portland Area Information Literacy group to work collaboratively on community based information literacy programming, because they see information literacy as a community need that reaches before students enter college.

Similarly, what is our role with the aging community? Or cross or bridging generations and communities?
BBC: 1922 Radio, 1940s TV, & now so much more…

BBC White & Green Papers:
http://www.culture.gov.uk/broadcasting/bbc_charter_review/

“A public service for all: the BBC in the digital age” White paper March 2006
BBC Response: http://www.bbc.co.uk/thefuture/

BBC white paper: Department for Culture, Media and Sport, A public service for all: the BBC in the digital age, March 2006 report – like to notion of encouraging a window of creative competition. 1922 BBC broadcast only on radio, 1940 TV, currently; “8 distinct TV services, 10 national & dozens of local radio stations and operates in a world of hundreds of channels with thousands of content providers. It runs one of the most visited websites in the world;” over 230 million page impressions a month. p. 2

To achieve 2 objectives to “keep pace with technology…and to reconnect the BBC with the citizens it serves…” new Royal Charter will set out 6 new purposes for the BBC: “Sustaining citizenship and civil society; Promoting education and learning; Stimulating creativity and cultural excellence by using the license fee as venture capital for creativity; Representing the UK, its nations and regions; Bringing the UK to the world and the world to the UK; Building a digital Britain.” p. 2-3 (SOUND FAMILIAR?)

BBC is “best placed among all broadcasters to act as a “trusted guide” for the public through this process” (building digital Britain) p. 4 “The BBC will also have a role to promote media literacy.” Viewers and listeners “are starting to match the importance of other forms of literacy to work and leisure, and to the functioning of democracy.” p. 4

“Education has been central to the BBC’s mission for over eighty years. It is enshrined in Lord Reith’s famous definition of the BBC’s purpose; to inform, educate and entertain.” Green paper description: “Continue to be a major force in education and learning across a full range of subjects and issues, from traditional support for curriculum topics to areas with a wider impact on society; Contribute through formal educational material as well as informal learning through mainstream programming; Meet the different needs of different audiences, ranging from pre-school and school to adult learners and those in further education; Be at the forefront of harnessing opportunities offered by technological developments, to deliver both formal and informal learning;….Training: “It will need to develop its training strategy…” including: “a significant contribution to its new public purpose of stimulating creativity” among its highly-skilled media workforce, and “Training in a range of portable skills” p. 43

http://www.oclc.org/research/presentations/
Collaborative Strategies

“Collaboration has been touted as a critical path for libraries. But the counter forces at work—competition, institutional ranking, self-interest, ownership, user resistance—makes putting into practice problematic. However, the twin pillars of digital access and a deepening economic crisis may force libraries to embrace collaboration more fully.”

Anne Kenney, “Collections, Preservation, and the Changing Resource Base” in Access in the Future Tense, CLIR, April 2004

Shared cataloging never became a real success until Fred Kilgore and others at OCLC made a useful tool for cooperative cataloging.

We began by talking about an evolving ILL workflow, if we begin to automate some of the purchasing options, then why not integrate some of the acquisitions and ILL workflow, that led to cataloging, circulation, and finally a changed the nature of resource sharing. It’s time for OCLC to lead again with the roll out of web services that give library services a new strategy and framework, and delivers new value to a community that has changed their expectations of libraries and information.

Can changes, such as a world library service and OCLC web services point to fundamental changes in how valued our services are in communities, and help us migrate into other relationships with our communities and among libraries?
Collaborative Strategies

Transforming our role and services is a discussion...

• What collaborative strategies make sense?
• Comments & suggestions…

Thank you
Cyril Oberlander, Director of Interlibrary Services, Alderman Library, University of Virginia  cwo4n@virginia.edu
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaborative Strategy Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BBC RAW: <a href="http://www.bbc.co.uk/raw/campaign/">http://www.bbc.co.uk/raw/campaign/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC 2003 Environmental Scan: <a href="http://www.oclc.org/membership/escan/default.htm">http://www.oclc.org/membership/escan/default.htm</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California Libraries, Rethinking How We Provide Bibliographic Services for the University of California, Dec. 2000: <a href="http://libraries.universityofcalifornia.edu/sopag/BSTF/Final.pdf">http://libraries.universityofcalifornia.edu/sopag/BSTF/Final.pdf</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Cyril Oberlander: Collaborative Strategies...](http://www.oclc.org/research/presentations/)
Exploring ideas of Just-in-Time Acquisition or ILL Purchase on Demand, we spent 6 months looking at data, considering resources and workflow, and coming up with a few proposals.
Example of flowcharting our ILL borrowing practice.
Selection-Acquisition Workflow

Gobi Workflow

SEARCH
1. Login
2. Enter date & sub account (example ALD-SOCSCI-BOOKS)
3. Search by:
   • LC Class "CT"
   • Subject Heading
   • Publisher
   • ISBN
4. Review Brief/Full Record – checking content level: Academic, Popular, Professional, Gen-Ac, etc.
5. Checks Authors in Virgo
6. Checks TOC if on the fence.
7. Put into the cart

Gobi Workflow

PURCHASE
1. Select Order Cart
2. Apply Template
3. Assign fund to selected orders.
4. Template fills in details.
5. Add Patron Name & ID on Staff Note item notification.
6. Gobi downloads record into Virgo next day.

Looking at Approval plans and acquisition workflows
Looking at one year’s worth of data.
Collaborative Strategies for Collection Development & Resource Sharing

41,072 monographs Acquired & Borrowed

- Acquired by Library: 29,905 (76%)
- ILL Borrowed: 11,167 (30%)

http://www.oclc.org/research/presentations/
Using data from one busy week, we outline some projections.
According to Mary Jackson’s study of ARL libraries, the average cost to a borrowing library (not including the cost to a lending library) was $17.50.


### Collaborative Strategies for Collection Development & Resource Sharing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Relying on ARL Library Participation</th>
<th>Mean Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Borrowing</td>
<td>Lending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Unit cost, Mediated</td>
<td>$17.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unit cost, Un-mediated</td>
<td>$15.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fill rate, Mediated</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fill rate, Un-mediated</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Turnaround time, Mediated</td>
<td>0.5-1.0 days (response)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Turnaround time, Un-mediated</td>
<td>0.5-2.0 days (response)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Buy or Borrow?**

2005 returnable ILL requests with sample data analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ILL returnable requests in 2005</th>
<th>% Available to Purchase</th>
<th>Total available to purchase</th>
<th>Total Est. Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12,267</td>
<td>24.39%</td>
<td>2,992</td>
<td>$95,109.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent pub-date subset, for example 6 years 2000-2005</td>
<td>8.94%</td>
<td>1,097</td>
<td>$34,873.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If we take our one week data….  

We found that in our 246 requests in one week, only 24% were available to purchase new or used.

One academic library study found 95% availability from the Internet out-of-print book market. (Holley, Ankem, 2005)
First draft of possibilities of an ILL and Acquisitions workflow.
Findings / Proposals

A. Maintain traditional workflow:
   • Requests that start as ILL remain borrow, requests that start as Purchase Requests remain selector decision.
   • Possibly adding a decision by the users to decide – recommending purchasing or recommending borrowing.

B. Pilot and assess ILL Purchase on Demand for:
   • If the book is available for less than $8, ILL purchases the item, when the item is returned, we send it to selector to evaluate acquiring.

C. ILL converts ILL request to orders for available materials:
   • For materials > $8 and < $50 with parameters…

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cost per week</th>
<th>Est. cost per year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ILL</td>
<td>$79.49</td>
<td>$4,133.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collections &gt;$8</td>
<td>$1,808.30</td>
<td>$94,031.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collections &gt;$8 &amp; &lt;$50</td>
<td>$663.38</td>
<td>$34,495.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collections &gt;$8 &amp; &lt;$50 &amp; published within 5 yrs.</td>
<td>$245.81</td>
<td>$12,782.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What are the estimated cost projections for buying within criteria?
Conclusion: How likely is it?

• If the ILL system made it very convenient to evaluate buy vs. borrow, would your library use it? Why / Why not.

• What challenges are there to implementing this workflow at your library?

• Would you use a subscription service through WRS & ILLiad to rent DVDs, Videos, Music?

• Comments / Suggestions